Operating guidelines characterize correct interaction (e.g. deadlock freedom) with a service. They can be stored in a service registry. So far, they have been represented as an annotated transition system.
Introduction
Services (e.g. Web services) are made for loosely coupled interaction [1] . Several aspects are crucial for correct interaction: semantics (compatible interpretation of the meaning of exchanged data), behavior (compatible order of exchanged data), and non-functional (compatible process of exchanging data, including policies, quality of service, etc.).
We contribute to the behavioral aspect of service interaction. In this realm, the concept of operating guidelines [2] plays a key role. An operating guideline OG P of a service P is a finite characterization of the (possibly infinite) set of all those services R that have a compatible behavior w.r.t. P . In this paper, we use a compatibility notion that consists of deadlock freedom of the composed system P ⊕R and a given limit for the number of pending messages in a communication channel.
Tasks like checking compatibility can be performed more easily with OG P than with P . Such a compatibility check must be performed by a service broker who assigns a fitting (previously published) service P to a query for another service R. Other interesting applications of operating guidelines range from checking substitutability (can every user of the old service use the new service, too?) [3] , [4] to scenarios of test case generation [5] .
Structurally, operating guidelines exploit the fact that the set Strat(P ) of compatible partners (strategies) of a service P contains most permissive ones. A most permissive partner R * can simulate every other partner, i.e. is a top element in the simulation preorder in Strat(P ). To characterize all partners, a most permissive partner is enhanced with Boolean annotations, one for each state. Their propositions correspond to outgoing edges. The formulae control how the behavior may be restricted without destroying compatibility.
Until now, we represented an operating guideline explicitly, as a transition system (of the used most permissive partner). Attempts for symbolic representation using BDD [6] brought some but not sufficient success [7] . It was thus natural to try to transform the transition system into a Petri net, particularly in the face of frequently occurring diamond structures in the transition system. However, the mentioned formulae are attached to states and cannot be naturally assigned to Petri net places or transitions. We introduce the concept of operating guidelines in Sect. 2 In essence, our new approach relies on an implicit representation of the attached formulae. Exploiting regularities in the formulae, we show that they can be reconstructed from two sets of states. This way, the space complexity of an operating guideline is reduced from |P | |R * | to |R * | where |X| is the number of states and edges of transition system X. This result is presented in Sect. 3 .
In Sect. 4 , we show that the matching problem (checking that a given service is represented by a given operating guideline) can be executed using the new representation.
The simpler representation of the attached formulae enables us to condense the state space into a Petri net. For this task, we use existing theory [8] , [9] and an existing tool, Petrify [10] . Section 5 briefly explains our approach. In Sect. 6, we discuss the representation of the two sets of states (or markings) in the context of an Petri net representation of a most permissive partner.
We evaluated the Petri net representation of the state space and the new representation of the formulae in a case study. It gives experimental evidence of the significant space reduction that can be obtained and is summarized in Sect. 7. In Sect. 8, we discuss ideas for a further optimization of the Petri net output.
Services and operating guidelines
In this section, we present the background of our approach.
Services
The behavior of services can be specified in various formalisms, including industrial languages like WS-BPEL [11] or BPMN [12] , semiformal languages like UML activity diagrams [13] , or formal models like Petri nets, process algebras or state machines (automata). Existing translations between WS-BPEL and Petri nets in both directions [14] , [15] show that formal models are capable of expressing the relevant behavioral features of services as understood by industry.
We model the behaviour of a service as an automaton. Communication actions (sending or receiving messages) of the service are attached to the transitions. For internal (noncommunicating) transitions, we attach the symbol τ .
Definition 1 (Service automaton). A service automaton A consists of an input alphabet I, an output alphabet O such that I ∩ O = ∅ and τ / ∈ (I ∪ O), a finite set of states Q with an initial state q 0 ∈ Q and a set Ω ⊆ Q of final states, and a transition relation δ ⊆ Q × (I ∪ O ∪ {τ }) × Q such that q ∈ Ω and [q, x, q ] ∈ δ implies x ∈ I. We write qδq if there is an x such that [q, x, q ] ∈ δ. Define en(q) := {x | ∃q : [q, x, q ] ∈ δ}. A service automaton is deterministic iff, for all q, x, q , q , [q, x, q ] ∈ δ and [q, x, q ] ∈ δ implies q = q . A service automaton is responsive iff, for each state q, a state q is reachable which is final or enables a transition with a label other than τ .
In the sequel, we consider only responsive service automata which does not restrict practical applicability as nonresponsive behaviour (non-communicating activities forever) is very unusual for services.
An element [q, x, q ] ∈ δ is referred to as a transition leaving q, arriving at q , and labeled x. In contrast to I/O automata [16] , we assume an asynchronous model of message passing. Furthermore, messages can overtake each other and are not queued on the receiver as, for instance, in the case of communicating finite-state machines [17] . The semantics of message passing is implicitly defined in the following definition of composition of services. For this purpose, we use the concept of multisets M : I ∪ O → N. We use list notations for describing multisets (e.g., For k-limited communication, the composition is finite. Throughout the paper, let k be arbitrary and fixed. In practice, the value of k may stem from capacity considerations on the channels, from static analysis of the message transfer, or be chosen just sufficiently large.
Example. Fig. 1 depicts two service automata S A (I S A = {x, y, z}, O S A = {a, b, c}) and S B (I S B = {a, b, c}, O S B = {x, y, z}). We precede transition names with "!" to denote sending transitions and with "?" to denote receiving transitions. In the composition S A ⊕ S B , only states that are reachable from the initial state are depicted.
Operating guidelines
Structurally, an operating guideline OG A of a service automaton A is an annotated service automaton.
Definition 3 (Annotated automaton [18] ). An annotated automaton consists of a deterministic service automaton B and an annotation Φ that assigns a Boolean formula to every state q ∈ Q B . The formula Φ(q) is built upon en(q) and an additional proposition final . Given an annotated automaton [B, Φ], another service automaton C with the same alphabet as B, a state q B ∈ Q B , and a state q C ∈ Q C , we say that q C models Φ(q B ) (denoted q C |= Φ(q B )) iff Φ(q B ) evaluates to true in the following assignment β to the propositions. Let β(final ) be true iff q C ∈ Ω C . For other propositions x, let β(x) be true iff x ∈ en(q C ).
According to the definition, annotations to states define requirements about the presence of outgoing edges and the status of a state as final state.
Definition 4 (Matching).
A matching between two service automata A and B is a relation ρ AB ⊆ Q A × Q B , inductively defined as follows:
A complete matching ρ is actually a particular weak simulation relation. We disregarded τ -steps in B as we will use matching relations only for τ -free automata B as the following definition suggests.
Definition 5 (Operating guideline)
. A deterministic τ -free annotated automaton [B, Φ] is an k-operating guideline for a service automaton A iff the following statement is true: C is a k-strategy of A if and only if there is a complete matching ρ CB between C and B such that for all q B ∈ Q B and q C ∈ Q C , q C ρ CB q B implies q C |= Φ(q B ). In [2] , we proved that every finite state service automaton that has at least one k-strategy, has a k-operating guideline, too, and presented a construction algorithm that is implemented in the tool Fiona 1 . The proof is based The second observation enlightens the origin of the annotations.
Proposition 2 ([2]
). Let A be a service and [B, Φ] be its operating guideline. Let C be composable with A and assume that C has a complete matching ρ CB with [B, Φ], the operating guideline for A. Then, for a state
is a reachable deadlock in the composed system C ⊕A if and only if there is a q B ∈ Q B such that q C ρ CB q B and q C |= Φ(q B ).
In the sequel, we use these observations for deriving our implicit representation of Φ.
Implicit representation of formulae
In this section, we study a number of regularities in the formulae. These regularities lead us to an alternative representation of operating guidelines.
Throughout this section, we consider an arbitrary operating guideline. We assume that every attached formula ϕ meets the following structural restrictions which do not restrict generality.
• ϕ is represented in conjunctive normal form. i.e. ϕ = {C 1 , . . . , C n } for a set of clauses C i , where a clause C i is a set of literals (negated or plain propositions).
• ϕ is reduced, i.e. no clause can be replaced by a proper subset, and no clause can be removed, without changing the represented function. Our first observation says that all send events enabled in q appear positive in every clause. Lemma 1. Let A be a service, [B, Φ] its operating guideline, q ∈ Q B , and x ∈ O B . Then the assignment β x assigning true to x and false to all other variables satisfies Φ(q).
Intuition. If a send event x is enabled in state q C of service C, then there cannot be a deadlock involving q C as occurrence of x is not restricted. Thus, the sole presence of x must satisfy a corresponding annotation, regardless of other enabled events.
Proof: (Sketch) Remove all transitions from B that leave q, except for the transition labeled x. Further remove all states and transitions that become unreachable from the initial state this way. Let the resulting service be B . It can be shown that id B is a complete matching between B and B. As the remaining transition in q is a send transition of B, it is enabled in every state [q, M, q A ] of B ⊕ A. Thus, there cannot be a deadlock of the composed system that involves q. By Prop. 2, this means that q |= Φ(q).
Our second observation is that an operating guideline of a service does never contain negated literals.
Lemma 2. Let A be a service, [B, Φ] its operating guideline, q ∈ Q B , and C i a clause in Φ(q). Then C i does not contain negated literals.
Intuition. In a reduced formula, a negated literal corresponds to a non-monotonous formula. Annotations in operating guidelines are, however, intrinsically monotonous as an additional option (another event or turning a non-final state final) can never turn a non-deadlock into a deadlock.
Proof: (Idea) Assume the contrary. Let C i be a clause that contains a negated literal ¬x. Since Φ(q) is assumed to be reduced, there must be an assignment β where Φ(q) yields another value than Φ := (Φ(q) \ {C i }) ∪ {C } where C := C i \ {¬x}. Clearly, β(x) = false, β |= C i , β |= C and thus β |= Φ(q). Let β (x) = true and β (y) = β(y), for all y = x. We have β |= C i and thus β |= Φ(q).
Let first x ∈ I B ∪ O B . By Prop. 2, β |= Φ(q) and β |= Φ(q) means that there is no deadlock involving q if an outgoing edge labeled x in q is absent while there is a deadlock involving q if such an edge is present. Since an additional edge cannot convert a non-deadlock into a deadlock, this is a contradiction.
Assume second that x = final . However, changing a state from non-final to final can only turn a deadlock into a final state (that is, a non-deadlock), but never a non-deadlock into a deadlock. So again, the occurrence of ¬final contracts the observation in Prop. 2.
The following lemma deals with the appearance of final in Φ(q). Intuition. Getting final makes only sense in situations without pending messages as otherwise the composed system would not get into a final state. In a situation without pending messages, however, events in I B are all disabled and cannot help to avoid a deadlock.
Proof: (Sketch) Assume the contrary and consider an assignment β to Φ(q) where all propositions not appearing in C i are set to true and all propositions in C i are set to false. As Φ(q) is false in this assignment, Prop. 2 states that there is a deadlock [q, M, q A ] in B ⊕ A where B is obtained from B by removing transitions labeled x that leave q where β(x) = false, and by letting q be a non-final state in B . As turning the assignment to final from false to true will let Φ(q) evaluate to true, that state must be a final state, that is q A ∈ Ω A and M = ∅. If any element of I B is switched to true instead of final , Φ(q) evaluates to true again. This would, however, not help to leave the deadlock as M = ∅. Thus, our assumption contradicts Prop. 2.
In the next two observations, we establish a relation between paths in B and the appearance of elements of I B in clauses of Φ(q). 
Intuition. Receiving x by a strategy C can only help escaping a deadlock as long as messages are pending in channel x. This is possible at most k times, for the value k fixed throughout this article. Receipt of k, however, does not enable any further event in A, so the same problem as in q recurs in the xsuccessors of q, but ultimately without the opportunity of receiving x.
Proof: Let B be obtained from B by removing all edges from B that leave q and have a label that is contained in C. As in previous arguments, id is a complete matching between B and B. However, Φ(q) evaluates to false as all propositions in C are false (by Lemma 3, C cannot contain final as it contains an element of I B ). Thus, A ⊕ B contains a deadlock [q A , M, q]. This means that M (y) = 0 for all y / ∈ C. If any edge with a label y ∈ C ∩ I B is inserted into B , C is satisfied. Moreover, as Φ(q) is assumed to be reduced, all other clauses are satisfied as well. Consequently, M (y) > 0, for all y ∈ C ∩I B . Especially we have M (x) > 0. It is easy to see that receipt of x in q is an activity that is enabled in B. Following x-transitions M (x) times, we see that some state [q A , M , q ] is reachable in A ⊕ B where M (y) = M (y) for y = x, and M (x) = 0. In this state, transitions with labels in I B help to prevent a deadlock iff they are contained in (C ∩ I B ) \ {x}. Using Lemma 2, Φ(q ) evaluates to false in every assignment which assigns false to all propositions in (O B ∪ {final } ∪ C) \ {x}. Consequently, at least one clause in Φ(q ) must contain (C ∩ I B ) \ {x}.
For a path π in B, define lab(π) to be set of labels at transitions taken along π. Corollary 1. For every clause C in Φ(q) there exists a path from q to some state q where Φ(q ) contains a clause C with C ∩ I B = ∅ and C ∩ I B ⊇ lab(π).
The last observation establishes some kind of reversal of Lemma 4. Intuition. If receipt of x leads to a situation with certain opportunities to resolve deadlocks, then the same problem is present in the corresponding predecessor state, but now with the additional opportunity of receiving x.
Proof: Consider a service B that is obtained from B through inserting a copy q of state q . Successors of q are the same as those of q . q has only one predecessor, q. Id ∪ {[q , q ]} is a complete matching between B and B. Consider q and Φ(q ). As in Lemma 4, we may conclude that there is a state [q A , M, q ] in A ⊕ B where M (y) > 0 for all y ∈ C ∩ I B and M (y) = 0 for y ∈ I B \ C . As q is the only predecessor of q , [q A , M + [x], q] must be reachable as well. Lemma 2 provides that Φ(q) must be false if all propositions in O B ∪ C ∪ {x} are false. Φ(q) must thus contain a clause C with C ∩ I B ⊆ (C ∩ I B ) ∪ {x}.
From the above observations, we may now derive our implicit representation of the attached Boolean formulae. We claim that we can reproduce all formulae from the following two sets of states.
Definition 6 (S and F ). Let [B, Φ]
be the operating guideline of some service A.
The original formulae can be retrieved from B, S, and F as follows. Theorem 1. Let [B, Φ] be the operating guideline of some service A. Let S and F be as in Def. 6. Then, for all states q of B,
Note that the constructed set of clauses is not necessarily reduced.
Proof: Let Φ be the constructed set of clauses. We show first Φ(q) ⊆ Φ. Let C ∈ Φ(q). By Lemma 2, C does not contain negated literals. By Lemma 1, C ∩ O B = O B ∩ en(q), as in all constructed clauses. If final ∈ C then, by Lemma 3, C ∩I B = ∅. Thus, C = (O B ∩en(q))∪{final }. Since, in this case, q ∈ F , C ∈ Φ. If final / ∈ C then Cor. 1 asserts that there is a path π with lab(π) ⊆ C ∩ I B . Using this particular path, Lemma 5 states that Φ(q) contains a clause C with C ∩ I B ⊆ lab(π). With Lemma 1, we conclude C \ {final } ⊆ C. As Φ(q) is reduced, we may conclude C = C . Consequently, C is represented in Φ.
Second, we show that Φ ⊆ Φ(q). Let C ∈ F. Then Lemma 1, Lemma 3, and the definition of F assert that
Assume that, for the path π used for constructing C, lab(π) is minimal w.r.t. set inclusion (other paths would lead to redundant clauses and have thus no impact on the semantics of Φ). Lemma 5 states that Φ(q) contains a clause C with C ∩ I B ⊆ lab(π). For this C , Cor. 1 states that there is a path to some state in S using only labels in C ∩ I B . Since we assumed minimality of lab(π), the set of labels along this path is lab(π). We may conclude C ∩ I B = lab(π). Hence, C ∈ Φ(q).
The new representation [B, S, F ] has a complexity which is linear in |B|. In fact, S and F can be represented as two bits attached to each state of B. In contrast, the original representation of an operating guideline [B, Φ] of a service A has a complexity of O(|B| |A|) since the length of a single formula can be linear in the number of states of A.
Example. The formulae of the operating guideline [S C , Φ] (Fig. 2) can be represented by the sets S = {c0, c8} and F = {c2, c3, c6}.
Matching with the new representation
In this section, we sketch a procedure that checks whether a given service C matches an operating guideline in its new representation [B, S, F ]. In principle, we proceed as suggested in Def. 5. Using a coordinated depth-first search through B and C, we create a complete matching ρ ⊆ Q C × Q B . Then, for all [q C , q B ] ∈ ρ, we need to check for satisfaction of Φ(q B ). The procedure match sketched in Listing 1 implements this check. Proof: Consider first the case en(q C ) ∩ O B = ∅ (line 1) and let x ∈ en(q C ) ∩ O B . Since ρ is a complete matching, x ∈ en(q B ). By Lemma 1, x occurs in every clause of Φ(q B ), so Φ(q B ) evaluates to true, as returned by match(q B , q C ). Consider next the case q B ∈ F and q C / ∈ Ω C (line 3). As the test of line 1 failed, all propositions in O B take value false. Furthermore, q C / ∈ F implies that false is assigned final , too. However, with q B ∈ F , Φ(q B ) contains a clause C ⊆ O B ∪ {final }. This clause evaluates to false, so the returned value in line 4 is correct. If, in line 5, q B ∈ S then Φ(q B ) contains a clause C ⊆ O B . Since the test in line 1 already failed, this clause evaluates to false and the returned value is correct. In the case specified in the condition of line 5, existence of a nonempty path with labels in I B \ C implies existence of a clause C where C ⊆ O B ∪ (I B \ en(q C )). By the failed test of line 1, all propositions in O B get value false, and so do all propositions in I B \ en(q C ). Again, the returned value in line 8 is correct. In line 9, we may conclude the following situation. By the failed test in line 5, there is no clause that contains only propositions in O B . Thus, every clause contains final or propositions in I B . By the failure of the test in line 3, final does not appear in any clause, or proposition final is true. If a clause contains propositions in I B , the failed test in line 7 provides that at least one of them is contained in en(q C ), too. Since propositions in en(q C ) get value true, all clauses evaluate to true which justifies the returned value.
The only nontrivial computation in match is the search for a suitable path in line 7. It can be executed using any kind of graph search algorithm (e.g. depth first search). However, the search occurs only if all tests in lines 1-6 failed. Furthermore, the search space is restricted to transitions with labels in I B \ en(q C ). In addition, we may exploit further structural observations about operating guidelines. As a matter of fact, presence of a path starting in q with labels in I B implies that there is a path for every permutation of the involved labels. Thus, it is sufficient to search only for paths where the sequence of labels is weakly monotonously ascending, for some total order on I B . Such a search can be organized by considering transitions only if their label is equal to or greater than the label of the previously taken transition. With all these considerations in mind, procedure match should require only limited computational efforts.
Transforming B into a Petri net
The automaton B being part of an operating guideline is in fact a labeled transition system. This automaton exhibits a considerable number of so-called diamond structures (cf. Fig. 2 ), i.e. situations where transitions may occur in any order and lead to the same state. As already mentioned in the previous section, this behavior applies to all sequences of transition with labels in I B but also to all sequences of transitions with labels in O B . It is thus reasonable to consider a representation of B as a Petri net.
It is well known that some labeled transition systems can be transformed into a Petri net using a technique known as theory of regions [8] , [9] . This technique creates a Petri net with exactly one transition per occurring label in the transition system whenever one exists. In our setting, we cannot assert that B can be represented by a Petri net with just one transition per label. Consequently, we use a generalization of the technique where labels are split into copies of the same label whenever the original technique fails [19] . This technique is intrinsically nondeterministic. So far, we did not explore a domain-specific heuristics for resolving the nondeterminism and just relied on the procedures available in the state-of-the-art tool Petrify [10] . Using this approach, we could, however, achieve a significant reduction in size for the representation of B, as the results of the case study (see Sect. 7) suggest.
Representing S and F in a Petri net context
Assume that the underlying structure B of an operating guideline [B, S, F ] is represented as a Petri net. There are two fundamental approaches to the representation of the sets S and F which replace the attached formulae in our approach. We can either represent them explicitly (as a plain enumeration of Petri net markings), or symbolically. A symbolic representation could, for instance, view a set of markings as a set of (Boolean or encoded as Boolean) vectors which can be translated into an implicit representation as a Boolean formula (assigning true to the vectors in the represented set). Approaches of this kind include the Quine/McCluskey algorithm (e.g., see [20] ) and the normalization of binary decision diagrams [6] . Despite the availability of these (and many more) advanced techniques, we found that an explicit representation is quite competitive if the following optimizations are met.
We observed that some structural patterns in B give strong indications about presence or absence of states in S or F . In particular, we observed:
• a state without successors must be in F ;
• a state in F is not a member of S;
• a state in S is not a member of F ; • a state without successors in I B is most likely a member of S; • a state with successors in I B is most likely not a member of S. These observations suggest to explicitly list three sets of states:
• F := F ∩ {q | q ∈ Q B , en(q) = ∅}.
• S 1 := S ∩ {q | q ∈ Q B , en(q) ∩ I B = ∅}.
• S 2 := {q | q ∈ Q B , en(q) ∩ I B = ∅} \ (S ∪ F ).
Corollary 2. The original sets S and F can be reconstructed from the structure of B and the reduced sets S 1 , S 2 , and F as follows.
• F = F ∪ {q | q ∈ Q B , en(q) = ∅}.
Without the set S 2 , the set S cannot be correctly reconstructed. The operating guideline [S E , Φ] (Fig. 3) of the service automaton S D is an example in which the node e0 has only successors in O E and is not annotated with final . This node's annotation can still be satisfied without setting the literal !v to true. Hence, e0 / ∈ S. Though the true-annotation characterizes non-responsive services such as S F , changing the e0's annotation to "!v ∨ final " would not help, because this would exclude the responsive service S G .
Example. Fig. 4 depicts the result of applying region theory to the structure of the operating guideline of 
Case Study
To evaluate the Petri net representation of B and the new representation of the formulae, we applied the presented techniques to several real-life WS-BPEL services from industrial partners. To this end, we translated the WS-BPEL processes into service automata using the tool BPEL2oWFN [14] . Then we used Fiona to calculate the operating guidelines as annotated service automata.
Fiona is able to translate these automata into a Petri net representation using Petrify as backend. We measured the size of B as the sum of its states and edges and the size of B's Petri net representation as the sum of its places, transitions, and arcs. For the examples, the effect of the reduction dramatically increases with the size of the operating guideline B. For the largest examples, the size Petri net representation is less than 1 % of the automaton representation. Table 1 summarizes the results. Additionally, we implemented the implicit encoding of the nodes' formulae using the sets S and F (Def. 6). The results (see Table 2 ) show that these sets are -compared to the size of B -relatively small. The reduction compares the size of the sets with the number of formulae of B. This reduction can be further improved using the sets S 1 , S 2 , and F (Def. 7): in some cases, no markings had to be stored at all and the largest set contained only 7 markings. Note that for all services of our case studies, the set S 2 was empty, because situations such as depicted in Fig. 3 are very rare in practice. The data show that the number of elements in the represented sets is such small that a symbolic representation is not necessary. The case study of this paper can be replayed using the Web-based implementation of the tool chain available at http://service-technology.org/live/pnog. At the same URL, the tools and the examples of the case study can be downloaded.
Conclusion and future work
We presented a compact representation of the formulae that are attached to the states of an operating guideline. This representation is not only very space-efficient, but also allows to translate the structure of the operating guideline into a Petri net representation which again is much smaller than the original operating guideline. Experiments show that the The size of the synthesized Petri net heavily depends on the level of concurrency in the operating guideline. By adding new states to the operating guideline, the concurrency can be increased and the resulting Petri net might be more compact. To still correctly characterize all strategies of a service, the added nodes then have to be listed in a set similar to the sets introduced in Sect. 6. Likewise, the synthesis algorithm can be adjusted to exploit such domain-specific knowledge. For instance, Carmona et al. [21] present a algorithm without label splitting to apply region theory in the area of process mining [22] .
Another interesting direction for future work is the matching between a service automaton and an operating guideline represented by a Petri net. Applying state space reduction techniques such as partial order reduction [23] might help to realize a matching algorithm that avoids to build the complete state space of the operating guideline.
Finally, the concurrency revealed by the region theory might give a deeper insight in the nature of the services characterized by the operating guideline.
